We show the equivalence of discrete choice models and the class of binary choice forests, which are random forest based on binary choice trees. This suggests that standard machine learning techniques based on random forest can serve to estimate discrete choice model with an interpretable output. This is con rmed by our data driven result that states that random forest can accurately predict the choice probability of any discrete choice model. Our framework has unique advantages: it can capture behavioral patterns such as irrationality or sequential searches; it handles nonstandard formats of training data that result from aggregation; it can measure product importance based on how frequently a random customer would make decisions depending on the presence of the product; it can also incorporate price information. Our numerical results show that binary choice forest can outperform the best parametric models with much better computational times. * nychen@ust.hk † ggallego@ust.hk ‡ ztangai@connect.ust.hk 1
Introduction
Being able to understand consumers' choice behavior when they are o ered an assortment of products provides rms with unique advantages. It is particularly important in the modern era: online retailers that predict consumers' choice behavior more accurately can implement more e ective retailing strategies, make more revenues and have access to larger historical sales data. In turn, they can a ord to invest in advanced technologies and infrastructure, and sharpen their prediction of consumers' behavior. The unstoppable cycle has created a few unprecedented market juggernauts such as Amazon. Firms that are unwilling to get inside the mind of their consumers are left behind. Not surprisingly, discrete choice models (DCM) have become one of the central topics in revenue management and pricing analytics.
To understand and predict consumers' choice behavior, academics and practitioners have proposed several frameworks, some of which are widely adopted in the industry, One ubiquitous framework is based on the idea of model-then-estimate. In this framework, a parametric DCM is proposed to explain how a customer chooses a product when o ered an assortment. The parameters are then estimated using historical data. Once the model has been estimated properly, it can then be used as a workhorse to predict the choice behavior of future consumers.
In the model-then-estimate framework, there is a trade-o between the exibility and accuracy. A exible DCM incorporates a wide range of patterns of consumers' behavior, but it may be di cult to estimate and may over t training data. A parsimonious model, may fail to capture consumers behavior, and even if estimated correctly it would be misspeci ed. The goal is to reach a delicate balance between exibility and predictability even relative to assortments never seen before. Not surprisingly, it is not straightforward to nd the "sweet spot" when selecting among a variety of DCMs.
Another framework favored by data scientists is referred to as estimate-withoutmodels. Advanced machine learning algorithms are applied to the historical sales data, and used to predict future choice behavior. The framework skips "modeling" entirely and does not attempt to understand the rationality (or irrationality) hidden behind the patterns observed in the training data. With engineering tweaks, the algorithms can be implemented e ciently and capture a wide range of choice behavior. For example, neural networks are known to be able to approximate any continuous functions. This approach may sound appealing: if the algorithm achieves impressive accuracy when predicting the choice behavior of new consumers, why do we care about the actual rationale behind consumers when they make choices? There are two reasons to care. First, the rm may be interested in not only making accurate predictions, but also other goals such as nding the optimal assortment that maximizes the expected revenue. Without a proper model, it is unclear if the goal can be formulated as an optimization problem. Second, when the market environment or customer preferences change systematically over time, having a reasonable model provide a certain degree of generalizability while black-box algorithms may fail to capture an obvious pattern just because the pattern has not appeared frequently in the past.
In this paper, we introduce a data-driven framework that combines machine learning with DCMs, and thus retains the strengths of both framework. The model we propose, binary choice forests, is a mixture of binary trees, each of which mimics the internal decision-making process of a customer. We show that the binary choice forest can be used to approximate any DCM, and is thus su ciently exible, but not too exible as we will later show. Moreover, it can be e ciently estimated using random forests (Breiman, 2001 ), a popular machine learning technique that has stood the test of time. Random forests are easy to implement using R or Python (Pedregosa et al., 2011; Liaw and Wiener, 2002) and have been shown to have extraordinary predictive power in practice. As a theoretical guarantee, we establish consistency: as the sample size increases, random forests can successfully recover the binary choice forest, and thus any DCM.
As a contribution to the literature, the framework we propose has the following unique advantages:
• It can capture various patterns of customer behavior that cannot be easily captured by other models, such as irregularity and sequential searches (Weitzman, 1979) . See Section 4 for more details.
• It can deal with nonstandard formats of historical data, which is a major challenge in practice. See Section 5 for more details.
• It can return an importance index for all products, based on how frequently a random customer would make decisions depending on the presence of the product.
• It can incorporate the prices of the products and re ect the information in the decision-making of consumers.
Literature Review
We rst review DCMs proposed in the literature following the model-then-estimate framework, in the order of increasing exibility and di culty in terms of estimation. The independent demand model and the MNL model (McFadden, 1973) have very few parameters (one per product), which are easy to estimate (Train, 2009) . Although the MNL model is still widely used, its inherent property of independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) has been criticized for being unrealistic (see Anderson et al. (1992) for more details). The mixed logit model, the nested logit model, the Markov chain DCM, and the rank-based DCM (see, e.g., Williams (1977) ; Train (2009); Farias et al. (2013) ; Blanchet et al. (2016) ) are able to capture much more complex choice behavior than the MNL model. In fact, the mixed logit model and the rank-based DCM can approximate any random utility model (RUM), encompassing a very general class of DCMs. Not surprisingly, the estimation of these models is challenging. There have been exciting progress made recently (Farias et al., 2013; Vulcano, 2014, 2017; Şimşek and Topaloglu, 2018; Jagabathula et al., 2019) . However, the computational feasibility and the susceptibility to over tting are yet to be tested in practice. Even the general class of RUM cannot capture certain choice behavioral. A RUM possesses the so-called regularity property: the probability of choosing an alternative cannot increase if the o ered set is enlarged. There are a few experimental studies showing strong evidence that regularity may be violated (Simonson and Tversky, 1992) . Several models are proposed to capture even more general behavior than RUM (Natarajan et al., 2009; Flores et al., 2017; Berbeglia, 2019; Feng et al., 2017) . It is unclear if the estimation can be performed e ciently. The speci cations of random forests used in this paper are introduced by Breiman (2001), although many of the ideas were discovered even earlier. The readers may refer to Hastie et al. (2009) for a general introduction. Although random forests have been very successful in practice, little is known about their theoretical properties. To date, most studies are focused on isolated setups or simpli ed versions of the procedure. In a recent study, Scornet et al. (2015) establish the consistency of random forests in regression problems, under less restrictive assumptions. Biau and Scornet (2016) provide an excellent survey of the recent theoretical and methodological developments in the eld. The theoretical problem in this paper is somewhat di erent from the problems focused on by this line of literature: it is a classi cation problem rather than regression; it also possesses some special structures that allows us to establish consistency without any unrealistic assumptions.
A recent paper by Chen and Mišić (2019) proposes a similar tree-based DCM. They show that their "decision forest" can approximate any DCMs with arbitrary precision; a similar result is proved with a di erent approach in this paper. Although the resulting DCM has a similar structure, our studies di er substantially in the estimation step: we focus on random forests, while Chen and Mišić (2019) follow an optimization approach based on column generation ideas for estimation. Moreover, we establish the consistency of random forests, and show that the estimation can accommodate the price information and aggregate choice data. In our numerical study, we nd that random forests are quite robust and have a good performance even compared with the Markov chain model estimated using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, which has been shown to have outstanding empirical performance compared to MNL, the nested logit, the mixed logit and rank-based DCM (Berbeglia et al., 2018) , especially when the training data is large. Our algorithm runs 17 times faster than the EM algorithm. Chen and Mišić (2019) compare their results with the rank-based model estimated by column generation (van Ryzin and Vulcano, 2014) , which is shown to be outperformed by the Markov chain model (Berbeglia et al., 2018) . N be a binary vector representing an assortment of products, where x(i) = 1 indicates product i is in the assortment and We refer to a subset S of [N ] as an assortment associated with x ∈ {0, 1} N , i.e., i ∈ S if and only if x(i) = 1. When convenience we will write p(i, S) instead of p(i, x).
Choice Models and Mixture of Binary Trees
A binary decision tree t(x) maps x ∈ {0, 1} N into [N ] + . More precisely, it speci es a partition of the space {0, 1} N , {S i , i ∈ [N ] + }, and assigns label i ∈ [N ] + to region S i , so t(x) = i∈[N ] + i · I {x ∈S i } . Some of the regions in the partition may be empty. We refer to the partition as a binary decision tree because any partition of {0, 1} N can be obtained by sequentially splitting the space along N dimensions. For example, a decision tree representation of a partition when N = 2 is demonstrated in Figure 1 . A binary decision forest is de ned as a convex combination of multiple binary decision trees. More precisely, a binary decision forest can be written as
where the t b (x) and w b are, respectively decision trees, and non-negative weights summing up to one. Notice that a decision forest maps
DCMs do. Yet decision forest are not necessarily DCMs. A binary decision tree t(x) is is a binary choice tree if t(x) = i only if x(i) = 1. A binary decision forest is a binary choice forest (BCF) if it is a convex combination of binary choice trees. A BCF can be interpreted as decisions made by B consumer types, with consumers of type b having weight w b and making decisions based on binary choice tree t b (x). If f (i, x) is a BCF, then f is also a DCM. This is because f is non-negative, i∈[N ] + f (i, x) = 1 and f (i, x) = 0 if x(i) = 0. To see that the converse is also true, we will rst show that DCMs are closed under convex combinations and that any DCM is in the convex hull of extreme DCMs. We next argue that the extreme DCMs are the deterministic DCMs that assign S to a particular choice i(S) ∈ S + with probability one for every S ⊂ [N ] . The next step is to show that each extreme DCM can be represented by a binary choice tree concluding that every DCM is a convex combination of choice trees and is thus a BCF. Theorem 1. Every BCF is a DCM, and every DCM can be represented as a BCF.
One way to interpret this result is that for each DCM there exists a set of weights w e , e ∈ E adding to one, such that p(i, S) = e∈E w e p e (i, S) for all i ∈ S + , S ⊂ N , where the p e 's are the extreme deterministic DCMs.
A recent working paper by Chen and Mišić (2019) has independently reached a similar conclusion, showing by construction that any choice model can be represented by a decision forest where each of the trees has depth N + 1. While their proof has the virtue of being constructive, we believe that our proof is more succinct and insightful as it shows that the two classes DCMs and BCFs are equivalent. This result implies that choice forests are capable of explaining some of the pathological cases that do not exhibit regularity and are outside the RUM, including the decoy e ect (Ariely, 2008) and the comparison-based choice (Huber et al., 1982) . Note also that all RUMs can be modelled as convex combinations of permutation lists, which are special cases of decision trees.
Data and Estimation
The main goal of this paper is to provide a practical method to estimate DCMs using random forests, which are shown to be able to approximate all BCFs. The numerical recipe for random forests is widely available and implementable. Before proceeding we remark that an alternative approach would be to use column generation starting with a collection of trees and adding additional trees to improve the t to data. This approach has been taken, for example by van Ryzin and Vulcano (2014); Mišić (2016); Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong (2016) to estimate RUMs by weighted preference lists, and a similar approach has been pursued by Chen and Mišić (2019) for trees. We remark that the output of our model can be fed into a column generation algorithm to seek further improvements although we have not pursued this in our paper.
We will assume that arriving consumers make selections based on an unknown DCM p(i, x), and that a rm collects data of the form (i t , x t ) (or equivalently (i t , S t )) where x t was the assortment o ered to the tth consumer and i t ∈ S t ∪ {0} is the choice made by consumer t = 1, . . . ,T . Our goal is to use the data to construct a family of binary choice trees as a means to estimate the underlying DCM p(i, x) represented by a BCF. We view the problem as a classi cation problem: given the predictor x, we would like to provide a classi er that maps the predictor to a class label i ∈ [N ] + , or the class probabilities.
To this end we will use a random forest as a classi er. The output of a random forest is B individual binary decision trees (CART),
, where B is a tunable parameter. Although a single tree only outputs a class label in each region, the aggregation of the trees, i.e., the forest, is naturally equipped with the class probabilities. Then the choice probability of item i in the assortment x is estimated as
which is a special form of BCF. The next result shows that the random forest can still approximate any DCM.
Theorem 2. If B is su ciently large, then a binary choice forest of the form
can approximate any DCM.
The implication of this result is that we don't have to worry about generating all of the extreme points, or deterministic DCMs, and then nding a set of weights w b for each such tree t b (x). Intuitively, if B is su ciently large, then we need approximately Bw b type b customers associated with tree t b with positive weight w b > 0 in the convex combination.
We explain how the random forest can be estimated from the historical data by rst reviewing the basic mechanism of CART which preforms recursive binary splitting of the predictor space [0, 1] N . In each iteration, it selects a dimension i ∈ [N ] and a split point to split the predictor space. More precisely, the split (i, s i ) divides the observations to {(i t , x t ) : x t (i) ≤ s i } and {(i t , x t ) : x t (i) > s i }. In our problem, because x t ∈ {0, 1} N is at the corner of the hypercube, all split points between 0 and 1 create the same partition of the observations and thus we simply set s i ≡ 0.5. To select the dimension, usually an empirical criterion is optimized to favor splits that create "purer" regions. That is, the resulting region should contain data points that mostly belong to the same class. We use a common measure called Gini index:
where t j is the number of observations in region R j of the partition andp jk is the empirical frequency of class k in R j . It is not hard to see that the Gini index takes smaller values when the regions contain predominantly observations from a single class. In this case, a dimension is selected that minimizes the measures and the partition is further re ned by a binary split. This splitting operation is conducted recursively for the regions in the resulting partition until a stopping rule is met.
The main drawback of CART is its tendency to over tting the training data. If a deep decision tree is built (having a large number of splits), then it may t the training data well but introduce large variances when applied to test data. If the tree is pruned and only has a few leaves (or regions in the predictor space), then it loses the predictive accuracy. Random forests, by creating a number of decision trees and then aggregating them, signi cantly improve the power of single trees and moves the bias-variance tradeo toward the favorable direction. The basically idea behind random forests is to "shake" the original training data in various ways in order to create decision trees that are as uncorrelated as possible. Because the decision trees are deliberately "decorrelated", they can a ord to be deep, as the large variances are remedied by aggregating the "almost independent" trees.
Next we explain the details of random forests. To create B randomized trees, for each b = 1, . . . , B, we randomly choose z samples with replacement from the T observations (a bootstrap sample). Only the sub-sample of z observations is used to train the bth decision tree. Splits are performed only on a random subset of [N ] of size m according to one of the criterion of Gini index. The random sub-sample of training data and random directions to split are two key ingredients in creating less correlated decision trees in the random forest. The depth of the tree is controlled by the minimal number of observations, say l, in a region for the tree to keep splitting.
These ideas are subsumed in Algorithm 1. We rst remark on the procedure in Algorithm 1 Random forests for DCM estimation
2: Tunable parameters: number of trees B, sub-sample size z ∈ {1, . . . ,T }, number of dimensions to split m ∈ {1, . . . , N }, terminal leaf size l ∈ {1, . . . , z} 3: for b = 1 to B do while some leaf has greater than or equal to l observations belonging to Z and can be split do
Select m variables without replacement among {1, . . . , N }
8:
Select the optimal one to split among the m dimensions that minimizes the Gini index 9:
Split the leaf node into two 10:
end while
11:
Denote the partition corresponding to the leaves of the tree by {R 1 , . . . , R M }; let c i be the class label of a randomly chosen observation in R i 12:
are used to estimate the class probabilities as (1) Algorithm 1 that can be applied to a generic classi cation problem and then comment on the special properties in our problem. (1) Many machine learning algorithms such as neural networks have numerous parameters to tune and the performance crucially depends on a suitable choice of parameters. Random forests, on the other hand, have only a few interpretable parameters. Even so, in the numerical studies in this paper, we simply choose a set of parameters that are commonly used for classi cation problems, without cross-validation or tuning, in order to demonstrate the robustness of the algorithm. In particularly, we mostly use z = T , m = √ N and l = 50. There are other alternative options when constructing random forests, such as using a bootstrap sample
Step 4. For the ease of exposition, we stick to the canonical version presented in Algorithm 1. (2) The numerical recipe for the algorithm is implemented in many programming languages such as R and Python and ready to use. In Section C, we provide a demonstration using scikit-learn, a popular machine learning package in Python that implements random forests, to estimate customer choice. As one can see, it takes less than 20 lines to implement the procedure. Because of the structure of the problem, there are three speci c observations. (1) Because the entries of x are binary {0, 1}, the split position of decision trees is always 0.5. Therefore, along a branch of a decision tree, there can be at most one split on a particular dimension, and the depth of a decision tree is at most N . (2) The random forest is a binary decision forest instead of a BCF. In particular, the probability of class i, or the choice probability of product i given assortment x, may be positive even when x(i) = 0, i.e., product i is not included in the assortment. To x the issue, we adjust the probability of class i by conditioning on the trees that output reasonable class labels:
(3) When returning the class label of a leaf note in a decision tree, we use a randomly chosen observation instead of taking a majority vote (
Step 11 in Algorithm 1). While not being a typical choice, it seems crucial in deriving our consistency result (Theorem 3). Intuitively, unlike other classi cation problems in which the predictor has a continuous support, in our problem x t are overlapping when an assortment is o ered to multiple consumers in the data. A majority vote would favor the choice of product that most consumers make and ignore less attractive products. To correctly recover the choice probability from the data, we randomly choose an observation in the leaf (equivalently, randomly pick a customer t in the data who has been o ered the same assortment), which is at least an unbiased estimator for the choice probability. We now show that with enough data, random forests can recover the choice probability of any DCM. To obtain our theoretical results, we impose mild assumptions on how the data is generated. Assumption 1. There is an underlying ground truth DCM from which all T consumers independently make selections from the o ered assortments, generating data (i t , S t ), t = 1, . . . T .
Note that the assumption only requires consumers to make choices independently. On the other hand, we focus on a xed-design experiment, and the sequence of assortment o ered x t can be arbitrary. This is di erent from most consistency results of random forests in which random design is used (see (Biau and Scornet, 2016) for references), i.e., x t are i.i.d. In our setting, the assortment is unlikely to be generated randomly, but chosen by the rm, either to maximize the revenue or explore customer preferences by A/B testing. Therefore, a xed design probably re ects the reality more than a random design.
Since the consistency result requires the sample size T → ∞, we use the subscript T to emphasize the fact that the parameters may be chosen based on T . For a given assortment x, let k T (x) T t=1 I {x t =x } be the number of consumers who see assortment x. We are now ready to establish the consistency of random forests.
Theorem 3. Suppose Assumption 1 holds, then for any x and i, if lim T →∞ k T (x)/T > 0, l T is xed, z T → ∞, B T → ∞, then the random forest is consistent:
According to Theorem 3, the random forest can accurately predict the choice probability of any DCM, given that the rm o ers the assortment for many times. Practically, the result can guide us about the choice of parameters. In fact, we just need to generate many trees in the forest (B T → ∞), re-sample many observations in a decision tree (z T → ∞), and keep the terminal leaf small (l T is xed). The requirement is easily met by the choice of parameters in the remarks following Algorithm 1, i.e., z = T , m = √ N and l = 50. Theorem 3 guarantees a good performance of the random forest when the seller has collected a large dataset. This is a typical case in online retailing, especially in the era of "big data". Random forests thus provide a novel data-driven approach to model customer choices. In particular, the model is rst trained from data, and then used to interpret the inherent thought process of consumers when they make purchases. By Theorem 3, when the historical data has a large sample size, the model can accurately predict how consumers make decisions in reality. This re ects the universality of the model. In this section, we provide concrete examples demonstrating several practical considerations that can hardly be captured by other DCMs and handled well by random forests.
Behavioral Issues
Because of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, random forests can be used to estimated any DCMs. For example, there is empirical evidence showing that behavioral considerations of consumers may distort their choice and thus violate regularity, e.g., the decoy e ect (Ariely, 2008 ) and the comparison-based DCM (Huber et al., 1982; Russo and Dosher, 1983) . It is already documented in Chen and Mišić (2019) that the decision forest can capture the decoy e ect. In this section, we use the choice forest to model consumer search.
How consumers search to obtain new information when making purchases, is an important behavioral issue that is not monitored, or "unsupervised" in statistical terms, and hard to estimate by most models (for a few exceptions, see e.g. Wang and Sahin (2017) ). Therefore, most DCMs abstract away those thought processes and only capture the aggregate e ect. Weitzman (1979) proposes a sequential search model with search costs. Prior to initiating the search consumers know only the distribution, say V j of the net utility of product j ∈ [N ] and the cost c j to learn the realization of V j . Let z j be the root of the equation E[(V j − z j ) + ] = c j and sort the products in descending order of z j . Weitzman shows that it is optimal to walk away without making any observations if the realized value of the no-purchase alternative, say W 0 = V 0 exceeds z 1 . Otherwise c 1 is paid to observe V 1 is observed and W 1 = max(V 1 ,W 0 ) is computed. The process stops if W 1 exceeds z 2 and continued otherwise, stopping the rst time, if ever, that W i > z i+1 .
We next show that this search process can be represented by decision trees. Consider three products (N = 3). Suppose that the products are sorted so that z 1 > z 2 > z 3 > 0, and that the valuations of an arriving customer satisfy 2 > 1 > 3 . Hence the customer always searches in the order of product one → product two → product three. If in addition we suppose 2 > z 3 > 1 , then the decision tree can be illustrated in Figure 2 . For example, suppose products one and tree are o ered. The customer rst searches product one, because the reservation price of product one z 1 is the highest. The realized valuation of product one is, however, not satisfactory ( 1 < z 3 ). Hence the customer keeps on searching the product with the second highest reservation price in the assortment, which is product three (product two is skipped because it is not in the assortment). However, the search process results in an even lower valuation of product three 3 < 1 . As a result, the customer recalls and chooses product one. Clearly, a customer with di erent realized valuations would conduct a di erent search process, and leads to a di erent decision tree.
Aggregated Choice Data
One of the most pressing practical challenges in data analytics is the quality of data. In Section 2, the historical data {(i t , x t )} T t=1 is probably the most structured and granular form of data one can hope to acquire. While most academic papers studying the estimation of DCMs assume this level of granularity, in practice it is frequent to see data in a more aggregate format. As an example, consider an airline o ering three service classes E, T and Q of a ight where data is aggregated over a time window during which there may be changes to the assortment, and compiled from di erent sales channels. The company records information at certain time clicks as in Table 1 . For each class, the closure percentage re ects the fraction of time that the class is not open for booking, i.e., included in the assortment. Thus, 100% would imply that the corresponding class is not o ered during that the time window. In a retail setting, this helps to deal with products that sell-out between review periods. The number of bookings for each class is also recorded. There may be various reasons behind the aggregation of data. The managers may not realize the value of high-quality data or are unwilling to invest in the infrastructure and human resources to reform the data collection process. One of the author has encountered this situation in practice with aggregate datasets as in Table 1 .
Fortunately, random forests can deal with aggregated choice data naturally, a feat that may be quite di cult to deal with with the column generation approach. Suppose the presented aggregated data has the form {(p s , b s )} 
To explain the intuition behind the data transformation, notice that we cannot tell from the data which assortment a customer faced when she made the booking. We simply take an average assortment that the customer may have faced, represented by 1 −p s . In other words, if 1 −p s (j) ∈ [0, 1] is large, then it implies that product j is o ered most of the time during the day, and the transformation leads to the interpretation that consumers see a larger "fraction" of product j. As the closure percentage has a continuous impact on the eventual choice, it is reasonable to transform the predictors into a Euclidean space [0, 1] N , and build a smooth transition between the two ends p s (j) = 0 (the product is always o ered) and p s (j) = 1 (the product is never o ered).
The transformation creates a training dataset for classi cation with continuous predictors. The random forest can accommodate the data with minimal adaptation. In particular, all the steps in Algorithm 1 can be performed. The tree may have di erent structures: because the predictor x may not be at the corner of the unit hypercube any more, the split points may no longer be at 0.5.
Product Importance
Random forests can be used to assign scores to each product and rank the importance of products. A common score, mean decrease impurity (MDI), is based on the total decrease in node impurity from splitting on the variable (product), averaged over all trees (Biau and Scornet, 2016) . The score for product m is de ned as
all splits s in the bth tree (fraction of data in the parent node of s)
× (reduction in the Gini index caused by s) × I {s splits on m} .
In other words, if consumers make decisions frequently based on the presence of product m (a lot of splits occur on dimension m), or their decisions are more consistent after observing the presence of product m (the Gini index is reduced signi cantly after splitting on m), then the product gains more score in MDI and regarded as important. The identi cation of important products provides simple yet powerful insights into the behavioral patterns of consumers. Consider the following use cases: (1) An online retailer wants to promote its " agship" products that signi cantly increase the conversion rate. By computing the MDI from the historical data, important products can be identi ed without extensive A/B testing. (2) Due to limited capacity, a rm plans to reduce the available types of products in order to cut costs. It could simply remove the products that have low sales according to the historical data. However, some products, while not looking attractive themselves, serve as decoys or references and boost the demand of other products. Removing these products would distort the choice behavior of consumers and may lead to unfavorable consequences. The importance score provides an ideal solution: if a product is ranked low based on MDI, then it does not strongly in uence the decision making of consumers. It is therefore safe to leave them out. (3) When designing a new product, a rm attempts to decode the impact of various product features on customer choices. Which product feature is drawing most attentions? What do attractive products have in common? To conduct successful product engineering, rst it needs to use the historical data to nail down a set of attractive products. Moreover, to quantify and separate out the contribution of various features, a numerical score of product importance is necessary. The importance score is a more reasonable criterion than sales volume, because the latter cannot capture the synergy created between the products.
Incorporating Price Information
Besides the ease of estimation, the other bene t of a parametric DCM, such as the MNL or nested logit model, is the ability to account for covariates. For example, in the MNL model, the rm can estimate the price sensitivity of each product, and extrapolate/predict the choice probability when the product is charged a new price that has never been observed in the historical data. Many nonparametric DCMs cannot easily be extended to new prices. In this section, we show that while enjoying the bene t of a nonparametric formulation, random forests can also accommodate the price information.
Consider the data of the following format:
, where p t ∈ [0, +∞] N represent the prices of all products. For product j that is not included in the assortment o ered to customer t, we set p t (j) = +∞. This is because when a product is priced at +∞, no customer would be willing to purchase it, and it is equivalent to the scenario that the product is not o ered at all. Such view of equivalence is commonly adopted in the literature. 2 Therefore, compared to the binary vector x t that only records whether a product is o ered, the price vector p t provides more information.
However, the predictor p can not be readily used in random forests. The predictor space [0, +∞] N is unbounded, and the value +∞ added to the extended real number line is not implementable in practice. To apply Algorithm 1, we introduce link functions that map the predictors into a compact set.
De nition 1. A function (·) : [0, +∞) → (0, 1] is referred to as a link function, if (1)
(x) is strictly decreasing, (2) (0) = 1, and (3) lim x→+∞ (x) = 0.
The link function can be used to transform a price p ≥ 0 into (0, 1]. Moreover, because of property (3), we can naturally de ne (+∞) = 0. Thus, if product j is not included in assortment x t , then (p t (j)) = (+∞) = 0 = x t (j). If product j is o ered at a very low price, then (p t (j)) ≈ (0) = 1. After the transformation of predictors, p t → (p t ) 3 , we introduce a continuous scale to the problem in Section 2. Instead of binary status (included or not), each product now has a spectrum of presence, depending on the price of the product. Now we can directly apply Algorithm 1 to the training data {(i t , (p t ))} T t=1 . As a result, we need to modify Step 7, because the algorithm needs to nd not only the optimal dimension to split, but also the optimal split location. The slightly modi ed random forests are demonstrated in Algorithm 2. Because of the Algorithm 2 Random forests for DCM estimation with price information 1: Data:
2: Tunable parameters: number of trees B, sub-sample size z ∈ {1, . . . ,T }, number of dimensions to split m ∈ {1, . . . , N }, terminal leaf size l ∈ {1, . . . , z}, a link function (·) 3: Transform the training data to {(i t , (p t ))} while some leaf has greater than or equal to l observations belonging to Z and can be split do Select the optimal one among the m dimensions and the optimal position to split that minimize the Gini index Denote the partition corresponding to the leaves of the tree by {R 1 , . . . , R M }; let c i be the class label of a randomly chosen observation in R i 13:
end for 15: The choice probability of product i given price vector p is
nature of the decision trees, the impact of prices on the choice behaviors is piecewise linear. For example, Figure 3 illustrates a possible decision tree with N = 3. It is not surprising that there are numerous link functions to choose from. We give two examples below:
• (x) = e −x 3 When (·) is applied to a vector p, it is interpreted as applied to each component of the vector. (p(i)) > a is equivalent to p(i) < −1 (a), i.e., product i is included in the assortment and its price is less than −1 (a).
•
In fact, the survival function of any non-negative random variables with positive PDF is a candidate for the link function. This extra degree of freedom may concern some academics and practitioners: How sensitive is the estimated DCM to the choice of link functions? What criteria may be used to pick a "good" link function? Our next result guarantees that the choice of link functions does not a ect the estimated DCM. For any two link functions 1 (x) and 2 (x), we can run Algorithm 2 for training data
. We use t in Algorithm 2, then the trees of both link functions return the same class label for an observation in the training data: t
It is worth pointing out that although the random forests using two link functions output identical class labels for p t in the training data, they may di er for when predicting a new price vector p. This is because the splitting operation that minimizes the Gini index in Step 8 is not unique. Any split between two consecutive observations 4 results in an identical class composition in the new leaves and thus the same Gini index. Usually the algorithm picks the middle between two consecutive observations to split, which may di er for di erent link functions if they are not locally linear. Nevertheless, these cases are rare and Algorithm 2 is not sensitive to the choice of link functions.
The theoretical guarantee in the pricing setting, however, is far more involved than Section 2. The state-of-art theoretical guarantee of random forests is given by Scornet et al. (2015) . The authors prove that random forests are consistent for the regression problem, under some mild assumptions. Their setup is the closest to the original algorithm proposed in Breiman (2001), while other papers have proved the consistency for random forests with simpli ed or special implementations. Our setup di ers from Scornet et al. (2015) in that we are focusing on a classi cation problem. We can recast it into a regression problem by analyzing the class probability of a particular class. However, instead of the Gini index, the sum of squared errors is typically used in regression problems, and the analysis has to be modi ed substantially. We thus leave the theoretical guarantee for future research.
Empirical Performance and Concluding Remarks
We conduct a comprehensive numerical study, shown in Section A in the appendix. We nd that (1) random forests are quite robust and the performance does not vary much for underlying DCMs with di erent levels of complexity. In particular, random forests only underperform the correctly speci ed parametric models by a small margin and do not over t; (2) the standard error of random forests are small compared to other estimation procedures; (3) random forests bene t tremendously from increasing sample size compared to other DCMs; (4) the computation time of random forests almost does not scale with the size of the training data; (5) random forests perform well even if the training set only includes 1/100 of all available assortments; (6) random forests handle training data with nonstandard format reasonably well, such as aggregated data and price information (see Section 5 and 7 for more details) which cannot be handled easily by other frameworks.
We hope that this study will encourage more scholars to pursue this exciting research topic. In particular, we believe that addressing the following questions would help us decode the empirical success of random forests and understand the pitfalls:
• What type of DCMs can be estimated well by random forests and have higher generalizability to unseen assortments?
• As we use the choice forest to approximate DCMs, how can we translate the properties of a DCM to the topological structure of decision trees?
• Can we provide nite-sample error bounds for the performance of random forests, with or without the price information?
• What properties does the product importance index MDI have?
• Given a binary choice forest, possibly estimated by random forests, can we compute the optimal assortment e ciently? 
A. Numerical Experiments
In this section, we conduct synthetic numerical experiments to compare the performance of random forests with other frameworks. We will compare the estimation results of random forests with the MNL model (Train, 2009) and the Markov chain model (Blanchet et al., 2016) 5 . We choose them as benchmarks because the MNL model is one of the most widely used DCM and the Markov chain model can exibly approximate RUM (O(N 2 )) and has been shown (Berbeglia et al., 2018) to have outstanding empirical performance compared to MNL, the nested logit, the mixed logit, and rank-based DCM. Note that the actual DCM generating the training data is not necessarily one of the three models mentioned above. When conducting numerical experiments, we set the hyper-parameters of the random forest as follows: B = 1000, z = T , m = √ N , l = 50. We believe that choosing the parameters optimally using cross validation would favor random forests even more.
A.1. The Random Utility Model
We rst investigate the performance of random forests when the training data is generated by RUM. The RUM includes a large class of DCMs. Consider N = 10 products. We generate the training set using the MNL model as the ground truth, where the expected utility of each product is generated from a standard normal distribution. Our training data consists ofT ∈ {30, 75, 150, 300, 600} periods. Each period contains a single assortment and 10 transactions so the total number of data points is T = 10T . This is following the setup of Berbeglia et al. (2018) . We randomly generate an assortment in each period uniformly randomly among all assortments. The performance is evaluated by root mean squared error, which is also used in Berbeglia et al. (2018) :
5 The MNL model is estimated using MLE. The Markov chain model is estimated using the EM algorithm, the same as the implementation in Şimşek and Topaloglu (2018) . The random forest is estimated using the Python package "scikit-learn". The implementation is slightly di erent in that scikitlearn outputs the empirical class probability rather than a random sample in Step 11. The di erence is negligible when B is large. The average and standard deviation of RMSE using random forests, the MNL and the Markov chain model when the training data is generated by the MNL model.
where P θ denotes the actual choice probability and P ϕ denotes the estimated choice probability. The RMSE tests all the assortments and there is no need to generate testing data. For each setting, we generate 100 independent training data sets and compute the average and standard deviation of the RMSEs. The result is shown in Table 2 . Not surprisingly, MNL model performs the best among the three because it has very few parameters and correctly speci es the ground truth. With such a simple DCM, the random forest does not over t and only slightly underperforms the Markov chain model. As the data size increases, the RMSE of random forest converges to zero. Next we use the rank-based model to generate the training data, which is shown to be equivalent to RUM (Block et al., 1959) . Consider N = 10 products. Consumers are divided into k = 4 or k = 10 di erent types, each with a random preference permutation of all the products and the no-purchase alternative. For a given assortment of products, each type of consumer will purchase the product ranked the highest in her preference rank. If the no-purchase option is ranked higher than all the products in the assortment, then the customer does not purchase anything. We also randomly generate the fractions of customer types as follows: draw uniform random variables u i between zero and one for i = 1, ..., k, and then set u i k j=1 u j to be the proportion of type i, i = 1, ..., k. The result is shown in Table 3 . We can see that the MNL model underperforms and does not improve signi cantly as the data size increases, because of the misspeci cation error. The Markov chain model performs the best among the three. The performance of the random forest is quite robust, judged from the low standard deviation. Moreover, the performance improves dramatically as T increases; for T = 20000, the RMSE is smaller than the Markov chain model, which is shown in Berbeglia et al. (2018) to outperform other DCM estimators. Predicted by Theorem 3, the RMSE tends to zero when the We run our algorithm on iMac with 2.7GHz quad-core Inter Core i5 and 8GB memory installed. The running time is shown in Table 4 . In terms of computation time, both the MNL model and the random forest can be implemented e ciently, while the EM algorithm used to estimate the Markov chain model takes much longer. When T = 20000, the random forest spends 1/17 of the computation time of the Markov chain model. Note that the running time of random forest almost does not increase for larger training set. This makes it useful when dealing with big data.
A.2. Generalizability to Unseen Assortments
One of the major challenges in the estimation of the DCM, compared to other statistical estimation problems, is the limited coverage of the training data, which strongly violates the i.i.d. assumption. In particular, the seller tends to o er a few assortments that they believe are pro table. As a result, in the training data {x t } T t=1 only makes up a small fraction of the total 2 N available assortments. Any estimation procedure needs to address the following issue: can the DCM estimated from a few assortments generalize to the assortments that have never been o ered in the training data?
Next we show that random forests perform this task well: theoretically, random forests adaptively choose nearest neighbors, and the choice probability of an assortment can be generalized to "neighboring" assortments (those with one more or one less product), as long as the underlying DCM possesses a certain degree of continuity. Consider N = 10 products and T = 6000. We randomly chooseT assortments to o er in the training set and thus there are 6000/T transactions for each assortment. "Large" assortments refer to those with many products (7 ≤ |S | ≤ 10). The result is shown in Table 5 . Note that there are 2 N − 1 = 1023 possible available assortments. Therefore, for example,T = 10 implies that only 1/100 of the total assortments have been o ered in the training data. The RMSE is only two to three times larger than the case where most assortments have been o eredT = 600. Moreover, a larger assortment helps the estimation of the DCM. When the actual DCM is the MNL model, training random forests with 10 large assortments performs better than training with 600 randomly chosen assortments. We also remark that the generalizability of random forests does not only depend on the estimator, but also the actual DCM. Some DCMs are more accessible to generalization to unseen assortments. It remains an exciting future research to formalize the statement and theoretically quantify how easily a DCM can be generalized in the framework of random forests.
A.3. Behavioral Choice Models
When the DCM is outside the scope of RUM and the regularity is violated, the Markov chain and MNL model may fail to specify the choice behavior correctly. In this section, we generate choice data using the comparison-based DCM (Huber et al., 1982) , described below. Consumers implicitly score various attributes of the products in the assortment. Then they undergo an internal round-robin tournament of all the products. When comparing two products from the assortment, the customer checks their attributes and count the number of preferable attributes of both products. The product with more preferable attributes wins the head-to-head comparison. Eventually, a product having the most wins in the head-to-head comparisons is chosen. In this case, each product is compared with all other products in the assortment, and consumers will choose the one with most wins. Consumers will count either the number of wins or the number of attributes wins. Here we assume that consumers count with respect to attributes and choose with equal probability if there is a tie.
In the experiment, we consider N = 10 products. Consumers are divided into k = 2 di erent types, whose proportions are randomly generated between 0 and 1. Each type assigns uniform random variables between 0 and 1 to the ve attributes of all the products (including the no-purchase option). The choice is then made according to Section 4. Again we use the RMSE in (2) to compare the predictive accuracy. Like in the previous experiment, each setting is simulated 100 times. The result is shown in Table 6 . Because of the irregularity, both the MNL and the Markov chain DCM are outperformed by the random forest, especially when the data size increases. Note that as T → ∞, the random forest is able to achieve diminishing RMSE, while the other two models do not improve because of the misspeci cation error. Like the previous experiment, the random forest achieves stable performances with small standard deviations.
A.4. Aggregated Choice Data
In this section, we investigate the performance of random forests when the training data is aggregated as in Section 5. To generate the aggregated training data, we rst generate T observations using the rank-based model for N = 10 products and k = 10 customer types, as in Section A.1. The only di erence is that we only simulate one instead of ten transactions for each o ered assortment. Then, we let a be aggregation levels, i.e., we aggregate a data points together. For example, a = 1 is equivalent to the original data. For a = 5, Table 7 illustrates ve observations in the original data set for n = 5. Upon aggregation, the ve transactions are replaced by ve new observations with x t ≡ [0.6, 0.4, 0.8, 0.4, 0.6] and i t = 1, 0, 4, 3, 1 for t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. We test the performance for di erent sizes of the training set T ∈ {500, 5000, 50000} and di erent aggregate levels a ∈ {1, 5, 10, 50, 100}. The performance is measured in RMSE. We simulate 100 instances for each setting to evaluate the average and standard deviation, shown in Table 8 . From the results, random forests handle aggregate data relatively well. Even with aggregation level a = 100, the RMSE does not seem to deteriorate signi cantly. Note that no other DCMs can handle aggregate data to the best of our knowledge, so no benchmark can be provided in this case.
A.5. Incorporating Pricing Information
In this section, we test the performance of random forests when the price information is incorporated. This is a unique feature of random forests as most DCMs can't estimate the choice probability e ciently with prices.
T RMSE 500 0.067 (0.008) 5000 0.040 (0.002) 50000 0.035 (0.002) We use the MNL model to generate the choice data. Let u denote the expected utility of the products and p their prices. Therefore, for given assortment S, the choice probabilities of product i ∈ S and the no-purchase option are:
Consider N = 10 products. We generate u i as uniform random variables between 0 and 1 for each product. For each observation, we rst randomly generate an assortment as Section A.1. Then we generate a price for each product in the assortment as the absolute value of a standard normal random variable. As explained in Section 7, we use the link function (x) = exp(−x). The customer's choice then follows the choice probability (3).
The RMSE in (2) is no longer applicable because the assortments and prices cannot be exhausted. To evaluate the performance, we randomly generate N = 1000 assortments and prices according to the same distribution as the training data. Then we evaluate the RMSE in the following way:
where P θ is the actual choice probability, and P ϕ is the estimated one. We investigate the performance of the random forest for di erent sizes of training data T ∈ {500, 5000, 50000}. The result is shown in Table 9 .
The result con rms that random forests can tackle price information well. Although we do not have benchmarks, the RMSE is comparable to the previous experiments, e.g., Table 8 .
B. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1: It is easy to see that a BCF is a DCM. To show the converse, consider a collection of DCMs p c (i, S), c ∈ C. Let α c ≥ 0 with c∈C α c = 1, Then p(i, S) = c∈C α c p c (i, S) is clearly a DCM, so a convex combination of DCM is a DCM and thus all DCMs form a convex set.
Consider the extreme points, i.e., DCMs that cannot be written as a non-trivial convex combination of two or more DCMs. Let E be the collection of all extreme DCMs, p e (i, S), e ∈ E. Then any DCM p(i, S), i ∈ S + , S ⊂ N is in the convex hull of p e , e ∈ E. A deterministic DCM is a DCM such that p(i, S) ∈ {0, 1} n for every i ∈ S + and every S ⊂ N . Next we show that a DCM is an extreme point if and only if it is deterministic.
Given a deterministic DCM, say d, let i d (S) ∈ S + be the choice made by d, so that p d (i, S) = 1 only if i = i d (S). It is clear that a deterministic DCM is an extreme point.
Conversely, for an extreme DCM, if it is not deterministic, then we can always split the probability between 0 and 1 and makes it a convex combination of two di erent DCMs. Therefore, extreme points are equivalent to deterministic DCMs.
It is su cient to show that all deterministic DCMs can be represented as a BCF. This follows directly because every deterministic DCM is the binary choice tree which can be explicitly constructed t b (S) i d (S) for all S ⊂ N . We can now formally state the connection between DCMs and BCFs. Since the error bound holds for all x and i, the choice forest can approximate any DCM for a su ciently large B.
Proof of Theorem 3: We rst prove that for a single decision tree, there is a high probability that the number of observations chosen in Step 4 in which x is o ered is large. More precisely, let X t = I {x t =x } . It is easy to see that T t=1 X t = k T .
Step 4 randomly selects z T observations out of the T with replacement. Denote the bootstrap samplepredictor is x. Let Z j be the class label of the jth chosen observation in Step 4. Therefore, conditional on the event
To bound the second term, note that same class labels in each region/leaf. The class labels are guaranteed to be the same because we control the internal randomizer in Step 12. To show the partitions are the same, it su ces to show that each split creates regions that are identical for the two link functions in the sense that the resulting regions contain the same set of observations. We will use induction to prove this claim. Before the construction of the bth tree, because the internal randomizers in
Step 5 are equalized, the root node [0, 1] N for both link functions contains the same set of observations. Now focusing on a leaf node in the middle of constructing the bth tree for both link functions. We use [l 
N ], then the Gini indices resulting from the splits are equal for the two link functions. This is because the Gini index only depends on the class composition in a region instead of the locations of the predictors, and the splits above lead to the same class composition in the sub-regions. This implies that in Step 8, both trees are going to nd the optimal splits that lead to the same division of training data in the sub-regions. By induction and the recursive nature of the tree construction, Algorithm 2 outputs the same partition in the bth tree for both link functions, i.e., the training data is partitioned equally. This completes the proof.
